CHAPTER THREE
THE LIFE MEMBERS
The Life Members of NZGA are bestowed with the title as an appreciation of their
prolonged service to the organisation. Many of them have also served on the
Local Organising Committees, presented papers at conferences, served on the
Executive Committee, as President and then contributed to the NZ Grassland
Trust. Others have put extra e ort in other ways to ensure NZGA’s continuing
success.
There are 19 past members and 10 still living:
Past: A.H. Cockayne, E.B. Levy, A.W. Hudson, S.H. Saxby, W.G. Thurston, H.N.
Foster, L. Corkill, H. Woodyear-Smith, H.S. Gibbs, J.P. Lambert, R.W. Brougham,
N.A. Cullen, B.R. Watkin, J.G.H. White, A.W. Hurst, T.W. Walker, J.A. Inglis, J.A.
Lancashire, M.B. O’Connor, T.R. Ellett;
Current Life Members: J.F.L. Charlton, G.W. Sheath, D.R. Wood eld, R.J. Lucas,
T.J. Fraser, M.G. Yorke, J.D. Morton, E.R. Thom, J.P. Garden, J.R. Caradus
Alfred Hyde Cockayne
Alfred Hyde Cockayne was the original pioneer of grassland philosophy and
pasture research in New Zealand. He was also he was also the rst NZGA Life
Member.
The son of Dr Leonard Cockayne, the illustrious botanist
renowned for his work on the indigenous vegetation of New
Zealand, Alfred Cockayne joined the Department of Agriculture in 1904 as an assistant biologist and was appointed biologist in 1909 to run a self-contained unit for research and
advice on all biological topics.
He soon recognised that the indigenous forests, tussock
grasslands, fern and scrub would be inevitably replaced by
sown exotic grassland and foresaw the potential of pastures
AH Cockayne
sown to exotic species. In those early years he therefore
developed suitable seeds mixtures for converting bush into
pasture. He also started seed testing procedures to determine seed quality and
this improved pasture establishment.
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In 1912 he appointed a young Bruce Levy, whose family armed Mt Eden in
Auckland and were also seed merchants. Cockayne’s main role was to develop

specialist divisions and services, so Cockayne became a general practitioner of
agricultural science and had to focus on administration. He encouraged his
specialists to freely develop and publish their own research ndings.
Cockayne’s lifetime work was developing research and agricultural education as
the two cornerstones of a permanent agricultural industry. But he also
contributed 128 papers, based on his agricultural knowledge.
In 1923 Cockayne was appointed Director of the Fields Division. For a start he
wanted to build a strong extension service that had declined during the First
World War. He also moved his researchers out of Wellington, and working with
Bruce Levy, he established a Plant Research Bureau at Weraroa, near Levin.
Their proposals for plant improvement were boosted in 1926 when the wellknown British pioneering pasture breeder Professor George Stapledon, director
of the newly-established Welsh Plant Breeding Station in Aberystwyth, visited
them and supported their ideas at high-level government meetings. As a result, in
1928 the Department of Agriculture moved its Plant Research Station to be near
Massey College on the outskirts of Palmerston North, with Cockayne as its rst
Director and Levy as its operations head.
At this time scienti c research was in a political melting pot and the Government
decided to follow British advice and set up the Department of Scienti c and
Industrial Research (DSIR). The Plant Research Bureau was incorporated into the
DSIR structure as its Grasslands Division, based at Palmerston North with Bruce
Levy as its rst director. Cockayne was appointed Director-General of Agriculture
in 1937, serving in this role until he retired in 1943.
Cockayne was largely responsible for establishing NZGA in 1931. He served as
its President for many years, and every year he broadcast his Presidential
Address on national radio. This was the importance that the country based on its
agriculture - these are changed days!
He always encouraged the scientists, farm advisers and industry people - and the
farmers themselves, to meet regularly and exchange views on matters of
common interest.
In 1939, as World War Two began Cockayne became Primary Industry Controller
and in 1941 was made chairman of the Primary Production Council. He served on
the War Emergency Supply Council, supervising vegetable production for troops
in the Paci c and controlling fertiliser rations to farmers.
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Cockayne didn’t receive many honours in his lifetime, but in 1937 was awarded
the ISO (Imperial Service Order) for his long service to the country, and in 1956
the CBE. To his delight, he lived to see up to 200,000 tons of fertiliser applied
annually to pastures, using equipment that he’d never imagined in the earlier
years.

He received the NZGA Award in 1962 for his leadership and inspiration in
agricultural research and extension dedicated to improvement of New Zealand’s
grasslands. AH Cockayne died on 21 October 1966, survived by his wife Emma
and two daughters.
Sir E Bruce Levy
Bruce Levy was quite a small man but was always active, and a dynamo when it
came to his work. He was always formally dressed. Grasslands plant breeder
Cyril Armstrong once told me that he tried to get all the male sta at Grasslands
to come to work dressed in plus-fours!
Enoch Bruce Levy was born in Auckland in 1892, the son of
nurseryman-farmer William Levy and his wife Esther Ann
Bruce. He was the sixth of eight children.
The young Bruce developed a love of plants and nature from
his father, a nurseryman and seed merchant who farmed Mt
Eden in Auckland. When he left school at only 14 years old he
tried teaching for several months before joining the
Department of Agriculture, Commerce and Tourists in
Wellington in 1911 as a clerical cadet.

Bruce Levy

AH Cockayne, the department’s biologist, noted Levy’s interest in plants and
recruited him for the biological section. According to Levy’s own memoirs
Cockayne asked him, “Which area would you like to work in, Levy?” He replied,
“I’d prefer to work on pasture plants and seeds, Mr Cockayne.” So Cockayne
encouraged him to set up seed testing of pasture species and to promote
pasture improvement. Levy recalls the seed testing programme starting as “a
bench and a window recess as a germinator in the biological laboratory” on the
third oor of the Customs Building on the Wellington wharf. He guided its
development into a valuable science unit.
Together with Cockayne, Levy urged farmers to apply superphosphate and grow
the most productive grasses and clovers. They studied the pastures of di erent
regions and undertake trials, and also began an extension service. In those years
Levy rode on horseback over many grassland areas throughout the regions and
photographed as he went, learning the ecology of the grasslands. He frequently
sought assistance from Cockayne’s laboratory in identi cation of grasses,
clovers, weeds and other specimens. They worked together to study pastures
variation in di erent regions. Levy rode on horseback over many grassland areas
and photographed as he went, learning the ecology of these grasslands. He also
had to go into the bush and search for Cockayne on odd occasions, and bring
him back to base.
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In December 1925 Levy married Phyllis Mason, an old school friend of his sister,
in Auckland and they lived in Wellington while Levy completed a BSc at Victoria
University College. He graduated in 1928, shortly before the laboratory was

transferred to Palmerston North, adjacent to Massey College, to form part of the
new Plant Research Station controlled by the Department of Agriculture.
Levy’s career accelerated in 1926 when George Stapledon, the British pasture
breeder and director of the Welsh Plant Breeding station (WPBS), visited New
Zealand and encouraged forage plant improvement for this country. WPBS plant
breeder William Davies then arrived in 1929 to work for two years with Levy at the
Plant Research Station in Palmerston North. They collected and evaluated white
clover and perennial ryegrass plants from di erent New Zealand pasture regions.
These were grown as spaced plants and compared with overseas commercial
seed lines, and major di erences soon became evident.
Levy and Davies distinguished six distinct ecotypes within the white clover
material. The Number One type was a vigorous medium-leaved form they had
found in fertile Hawke’s Bay and Canterbury pastures, and in 1936 this was
released as the rst certi ed improved clover variety, later known internationally
as Grasslands Huia. The Number Two type, a vigorous, small-leaved form from
hill pastures with high stolon density, was eventually developed by geneticistbreeder Warren Williams and released in the 1980s as Grasslands Tahora.
When the Great Depression set in and civil service wages were cut by up to 15%,
Bruce Levy worked with Cockayne and with 24 others and established the New
Zealand Grassland Association at a meeting in Palmerston North in February
1931. He attended all the subsequent annual conferences and contributed much
to NZGA over the years. The occurrence of bush sickness, especially in the
central North Island, led to joint research and the eventual identi cation of cobalt
de ciency as a major cause.
In 1936 the Plant Research Station became part of the newly formed DSIR, and
the various groups that had become highly competitive with each other were split
into separate divisions. Bruce Levy’s group became the DSIR’s Grasslands
Division, based at Palmerston North with Levy as its rst director.
In 1930 Bruce and Phyllis Levy had a new house built in Fitzherbert Avenue, the
main road that leads from the city to Grasslands. It was a red brick house
designed along British lines with a cavity wall. Building was well advanced when
on 3 February 1931 the severe earthquake demolished Napier. Levy later wrote in
his memoirs that the builder came hurtling down the sca olding, as he thought
the world was ending! However no damage was done and the Levys lived in
Aroha until the 1980s, where the garden was grown along ecological lines.
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Once Grasslands Division was established under DSIR, Levy sailed overseas to
attend the 1937 IV International Grassland Congress in Wales. He made valuable
science contacts at this event and subsequently toured farming areas throughout
Britain and Europe, though found in Germany that his Jewish-like surname
created some awkward moments. However, Levy returned to Grasslands with
some new concepts on pasture improvement and promoted higher stocking rates

and rotational grazing management for livestock health and pasture quality
control. He encouraged research into fertility recycling through grazing animals
and enthusiastically promoted its importance and the bene ts of higher stocking
rates.
Throughout the 1930s the sta numbers at Grasslands increased, and some of
the rst graduates of Massey College started their careers in pasture research.
Under the impetus of Cockayne and Levy the New Zealand seed certi cation
system also developed, aiming to supply New Zealand- grown seed to farmers
that was true-to-type and of high quality. There was little value in breeding
improved grass and clover varieties if there was insu cient seed available for
pasture renewal and it was of poor quality, especially in purity, germination and
not so true-to-type.
The advent of World War Two saw some sta members serving in the armed
services whereas others were seconded to important roles in food production
and air eld construction and maintenance. NZGA meetings were suspended for
the duration but once peace returned, the pasture research e ort resumed and
expanded greatly to meet post-war needs. Levy began establishing a network of
regional research stations in Gore (cool temperate), Lincoln (dryland), Te Awa
(North Island hill country near Kiwitea in upland Manawatu), and assisted with
early planning of the Kaikohe station in warm-temperate Northland. At work, he
insisted on accuracy in pasture trials and would often supervise the laying out of
plots using pegs and strings. Hill country researcher Eddie Suckling recalled that
Bruce Levy would not allow him to publish the results of one trial as a paper, but
he was permitted to amalgamate the ndings from up to ten experiments into
one extended paper.
Bruce Levy nally retired in December 1951, after 40 years in the public service.
His mentor AH Cockayne described him as ‘the evangelist of grassland farming’
at his farewell event. In his years of service Levy had encouraged farmers to
apply more superphosphate, grow better pasture plants, and focus on the soilplant-animal complex, using stock to redistribute plant nutrients in the pasture.
He used to express the latter in words that farmers could easily understand –
“recycling poop and piddle”! In these terms he promoted rotational grazing as a
valuable means of achieving excellent livestock farming and sustainable
pastures. Farmers attending his meetings appreciated the great authority and
colourful language of this short man and his felt his presentation manner was like
“a sergeant-major dressing down the latest batch of raw recruits”.
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Levy put his words, messages and photographs to good use in his textbook
Grasslands of New Zealand. This was published in 1952 (and revised in 1956 and
1970) and was for many years was regarded as “the farmer’s Bible”. Nowhere
else in the world could farmers grow pasture to produce food from it as well as
Kiwi farmers. This was the past, present and future wealth of this country’s
economic well-being.

Levy’s lifetime e ort won him many honours, including a knighthood dubbed by
the Queen in 1954. He was awarded an OBE in 1950, the RB Bennett Prize for of
the Royal Society of Arts for outstanding Commonwealth research in 1951, and
an honorary DSc in 1953. Levy was also made an honorary member of the Royal
Agricultural Society of New Zealand, NZGA, the New Zealand Institute of Turf
Culture, Rotary and two Palmerston North bowling clubs.
The International Grassland Congress came to Palmerston North in 1956, mostly
because of his in uence, and he came out of retirement to chair it. In his
retirement years however he focused on other interests – particularly bowls and
gardening. Through the Turf Culture Institute he worked on improving turf for golf
courses and bowling greens and wrote another textbook on this subject. He
played bowls himself, and also enjoyed his gardening at home, which was quite a
showpiece.
When he retired Sir Bruce Levy wrote his memoirs but these were never
published. Dr Ray Brougham and the NZGT decided to hand over he only
manuscript to the National Library for its archives, and ruled only those with the
consent of NZGT were allowed access to it. When I became an NZGT trustee and
Dr Brougham had retired I went to Wellington and was able to read Levy’s
memoirs. I found the close-typed single-spaced foolscap pages contained a
fascinating account of the beginning and early years of agricultural research in
this country. Levy did however write about the departmental feuding that went on
in Department of Agriculture departments and carried in DSIR once it was formed
in 1936, and he wrote frankly about AH Cockayne’s adventures in the back
blocks of Taranaki, so maybe Brougham didn’t feel that these should be
exposed.
After his travels (all voyages were by ship then) Levy recalled returning to hear of
a livestock farmer addressing farmer groups about how ryegrass was killing their
stock. He immediately collaborated with a Massey College friend to set up a 12acre trial with ryegrass being grazed but after two years they recorded no ille ects from the pasture on the stock and concluded there was nothing in it. It
was several decades later that the endophyte fungus and its e ects were nally
revealed.
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I rst met Sir Bruce Levy in the gents’ toilet at the 1973 NZGA Annual Conference
in Te Kuiti, an unusual place to meet my rst knight! He introduced himself and
asked me what I was doing, and when I told him I’d worked on lotus he
commented positively and encouraged me to continue. During the eld tour the
following day I listened to his pertinent comments and appreciated the extensive
experience Levy had acquired over his career. I met him again at Aroha, his home
in Palmerston North, when Eddie Suckling was buying Levy’s workshop and
gardening equipment (I helped to move it). The Levys were moving to Bethlehem,
near Tauranga, to be under the caring eye of their adopted daughter and her
husband. On that nal occasion we brie y discussed legumes again, and aerial

distribution of fertiliser on hill pastures, another of my research interests. He was
still a “grassland encyclopaedia” – his interest hadn’t mellowed with retirement!
The Levys lived for several years on their daughter’s orchard in Bethlehem. Sir
Bruce died in 1985 and Lady Levy died in 1989, when I attended their funeral on
behalf of Grasslands and NZGA.
AW (Abe) Hudson
Mr Hudson served on the NZGA Executive since its inauguration and was an
Honorary Life Member. AW Hudson, a brother of Professor E. R. Hudson, was
born on February 3rd, 1896. After attending Christchurch Boys’ High School, he
spent ve years on dairy, sheep and arable farms to gain experience for farming
on his own account.
When World War One began he enlisted as a Private of the
9th Reinforcement at 19 and during more than three years of
active service he was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant. After the
War Hudson attended Canterbury College and during
1921-22 he gained a College Diploma at Lincoln.
In 1923 he then completed a BAgr at Canterbury College
and a year later a BSc. At Lincoln he was President of the
Students’ Association in 1922, Captain of the 1st XV, and a
also played rugby. In 1923 he was a member of the
Canterbury College 1st XV, and a member of and manager of
the Haslam Shield shooting team.

Abe Hudson

In 1924 Mr Hudson joined the Fields Division of the Department
of Agriculture in Christchurch. He served in Canterbury for over four years and
carried out experimental work in eld crops and pastures. He designed aspects
of eld technique that were applied throughout the country.
In 1928 he was appointed Field Crop Experimentalist, with headquarters at the
Plant Research Station, Palmerston North (later DSIR Grasslands). Until 1934 he
administered the experimental work of the Fields Division throughout New
Zealand. In addition to research work on aspects of crop and pasture manuring
and management, he devised an excellent new technique for measuring pasture
production, then considered to have no superior for the purpose.
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During this period Mr Hudson published approximately 50 articles in the NZ
Journal of Agriculture, Empire Journal of Experimental Agriculture. Imperial
Agricultural Bureau Bulletins, Proceedings of the N.Z. Grasslands Conference
and a very comprehensive DSIR bulletin.In February 1935, he was appointed
Lecturer in Soil Chemistry at Massey College. The Bledisloe Medal for 1936 was
awarded to Mr Hudson, on the decision of the College Board, after consultation
with a sub-committee of the Association.

SH (Stephen) Saxby
In 1929 Stephen Saxby was appointed as an assistant agrostologist (grass
specialist) at the Plant Research Station in
Palmerston North. He worked with Bruce Levy when
the latter was investigating the di erent types and
strains in ryegrass and white clover.
In 1936 he joined the Department of Agriculture as an
instructor in agriculture, based in Dunedin. When
World War Two ended in 1945 Saxby was appointed
as an agrostologist in the Department of Agriculture
in Wellington and was promoted to Assistant Director
of the Extension Division in 1957.

Stephen Saxby

In 1933 Saxby joined NZGA at the 1933 Conference
held in Christchurch and took a very active part in its
continued progress. He was NZGA Secretary from
1949 to 1954 and boosted its membership from 268
in 1950, to 784 in 1954.

H e
served served as President in 1956-57 and was Organising
Secretary for the 7th International Congress held in Palmerston North, ensuring
its great success. Another long-term servant Mrs Hazel Foster took on the
Secretary’s role.
Stephen Saxby received an Inaugural NZGA Award in 1957, and was later
elected as a Life Member. Life member Derek Wood eld managed to visit him
before he died in the 1980s.
WG (Bill) Thurston
WG “Bill” Thurston was a quiet-spoken man who, like others at DSIR Grasslands,
worked as a ‘backroom boy’ rather than in the front line of research.
He established the Gore Regional Station in 1944
with Jim Lambert, who stayed as OIC until Alan
Harris was appointed in 1955. I heard that Bill was
also active in establishing the Lincoln group for
Grasslands.
He then worked from then on at the Palmerston North
headquarters, with Peter Sears, Val Goodall and
others, and took part in aerodrome maintenance
during the Second World War.
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Bill Thurston

Later Bill was appointed as Technical Editor to handle
science publication for Ray Brougham, when Ray
became director. Bill ran the Editorial Committees
that checked and corrected them.

Bill was Editor for NZGA during 1967-77 and served as NZGA President in 1978
when the Conference was held in Invercargill. He had to chair the AGM on that
occasion, when Ray failed to convince in holding the 1979 Conference held in
Kaitaia. It was voted out by the members at the meeting, who were led by MAF
director Nelson Cullen. At that time Ray dominated NZGA by having his personal
nominations accepted for the Executive Committee. Anyone who managed to be
elected despite Ray was soon voted o the following year. By the time Bill was
President the Executive Committee comprised several elderly friends of Ray (all
males of course). In 1974 Angus Burgess had ben appointed Secretary to replace
the very e cient Hazel Foster. He was by no means as e cient as Hazel and the
deteriorating situation exasperated some NZGA members.
At the 1976 AGM in Nelson, when there was prolonged debate over a trite matter,
Lincoln College lecturer Gavin Daly stood up and said, “Humph, I’ve been told
that the NZGA Committee was a bunch of old men! They’re not - they’re a bunch
of old women!!” And he walked out of the meeting... President Bill Hurst made his
pipe go like an industrial chimney and Vice President Bill Thurston muttered
under his breath. Ray Brougham wasn’t even present to rave on!
He lived a quiet life with his wife after his retirement in the early 1980s and grew
roses as a pastime. He also joined Ray Brougham, Jack Gomez and Cyril
Armstrong on rare occasions to socialise with his retired mates.
When he died in the early 2000s, Bill didn’t want a funeral but his three adult sons
wouldn’t let him o the hook. They held a hilarious memorial service that included
recollections of his family life. One son was Police Superintendent for the Waikato
Region and he told us how stern a father Bill had been. He would leave stern
written instructions on the kitchen table for them that amused them, so they
waited till he was away somewhere and then did what they wanted anyway.
However they appreciated his fatherly guidance and did well in their careers.

Mrs HN (Hazel) Foster
Hazel Foster was a temporary clerk in the Wellington Head O ce of the
Department of Agriculture during the 1950s. Her husband died and she missed
him dearly, so she tolerated the male-dominated o ce work to help her to
surmount her grief.
She worked for Russ Scott who was elected as NZGA Secretary in 1955, and in
those days, nearly all that extra workload fell upon Hazel.
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So Hazel tackled the NZGA administration and being alone, she often worked in
her Central Wellington o ce alone through the weekend. The New Zealand
pastoral industry developed quickly after the Second World War and NZGA
membership also increased rapidly, so Hazel had plenty to do. She organised the
annual conferences and all communication associated with them. During a
weekend she often wrote more then 50 letters in her neat, easily-read

handwriting. She was Secretary, Treasurer and Editor
as well as conference organiser, and all were done in
addition to her regular MAF work.
Sadly, she had to tolerate harassment from her male
colleagues during those early years. Regularly she
would arrive at the o ce on a Monday morning to
discover all her les boxes had been emptied into a
heap on the oor. However she persisted with her e ort
and in 1957 Hazel was elected Secretary instead of her
boss. She went on to hold the position until 1973, well
after she had retired from what had become the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF).
In 1970 NZGA funded her attendance at the Tenth
International Grassland Congress held in Surfers
Hazel Foster
Paradise, Australia. Later she undertook a tour in Japan,
where she was given VIP treatment. NZGA made Hazel a life member, presenting
her with an engraved clock that she had beside her to the end.
In her retirement Hazel worked as a teacher’s aid in Kilbirnie, near Wellington Airport, but she continued to write personally every year to the NZGA President,
Secretary and Treasurer just before the annual conference. She told me that she
followed the daily events by reading her conference programme and afterwards,
the Conference Proceedings. Hazel lived to her late eighties but she su ered
from failing health and died in January 1991.
Lionel Corkill
Lionel Corkill was New Zealand’s rst pasture geneticist and plant breeder. He
was a gentleman, an inspiration, a world leader in his eld and a milestone creator in the country’s pastoral farming industry. He made
a huge contribution, not only to pasture plant breeding
during his time as DSIR’s Grasslands Division chief
breeder and director, but also as director of DSIR’s
Crop Research Division for over a decade.
His sta called him Corky and he was a Northlander by
birth, born in Aratapu in February 1906. In 1923 he left
school and joined the family baking business going to
Auckland University College to undertake a science
degree, graduating in 1927.
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Lionel Corkill

A year later Lionel Corkill became a Foundation Student at Massey College in Palmerston North, graduating with a B Ag Sci, and was the rst Massey student
to gain an Ag Sci masterate in 1931.

Corky worked for the next two decades at Grasslands and built up a rst-rate
group of skilled and experienced plant breeders and research assistants. He led
from the front and bred the rst commercially released hybrid ryegrass, a cross
between perennial and annual ryegrass, known initially as HI and later named
Grasslands Manawa in 1964. First certi ed in 1943, this grass was the world’s
rst “short rotation” ryegrass, lasting between three and four years in a pasture.
As well as his success with perennial and Italian ryegrasses, Corky developed
breeding programmes for cocksfoot, timothy, red and white clovers. His work
ethic was above reproach. He was a real gentleman with the ability to inspire loyalty, dedication and enthusiasm among his sta , and as a result he developed a
ne esprit du corps in his team, which at times led to some memorable though
for some, not so well remembered social activities.
In the late 1950s, he was lured south and appointed director of Crop Research
Division of DSIR, where he continued to be diplomatic and e ective on various
industry boards, serving the ax, tobacco, hops and wheat industries. The great
encouragement he gave his sta led to signi cant research breakthroughs and he
also developed new buildings at the Lincoln headquarters.
But grassland was his rst love, and when director Peter Sears died suddenly in
1964, Lionel Corkill returned to Grasslands in Palmerston North as its director until retiring in 1971. He and Sears had undertaken a consultancy in Japan in the
1950s and had advised the Japanese on developing their pasture research, urging them to adopt NZ grazing systems.
When in 1985 Roger Ball and Deric Charlton attended the International Grassland
Congress in Kyoto, they heard the Japanese mentioning “Syers and Cockill” and
suddenly realised they were referring to the wisdom of two former colleagues!
Their advice was still thriving in Japan some 30 years later.
During his years as director Corky expanded and consolidated sta numbers
and research facilities, developing the regional stations. The Kaikohe Station in
Northland quadrupled its size in 1969 and the Gore station area increased ninefold. He organised the purchase of Ballantrae, the hill country station near
Woodville in 1966, and the Aorangi block in Kairanga in 1967.
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This led to a big increase in grassland research from the initial 4ha Tiritea Block
acquired in 1928 from Massey College for the formers Plant Research Station,
the predecessor of Grasslands Division.
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As the Depression dried up jobs he studied ryegrass genetics at Massey for four
more years before joining Grasslands Division as an assistant agrostologist in
1935. He then spent a year in Australia with CSIRO’s Division of Plant Industry in
Canberra, returning in 1937 to DSIR Grasslands, over the road from Massey as
its chief plant breeder.

He served as President of the New Zealand Grassland Association in the 1950s
and became an Honorary Life Member in 1969, and also served on the Grassland
Memorial Trust. He led the NZ delegation to International Grasslands Congresses
in the USA (1952), Brazil (1965) and Australia (1970). Corky was also a Life Member of the NZ Turf Culture Institute.
After retiring in I971, he worked as Project Leader of the Government Horticultural Research Station in Singapore for two and a half years under the Colombo
Plan, and then became a consultant for Plant Breeders NZ Ltd, an associate
company of Pyne Gould Guinness Ltd and two large overseas plant breeding
rms. He maintained this interest until 1986 but was still in regular contact with
the Grasslands plant breeders, especially when they bred a late- owering ryegrass.
Corky married Nancy Evelyn Shelton in 1935, and they had a daughter and two
sons. After Nancy’s death Corky remarried Dorothy Dawick in 1985 but died in
February 1987 of lung cancer.
The then Grasslands director John Lancashire, an old friend and former colleague, visited Corky shortly before his death and found him chain-smoking as
usual. “He sat there, a prominent geneticist,” reported Lancashire, “and he told
me that cancer was de nitely inherited, as all his brothers (also smokers) had also
died of the same cause!”
Harry Woodyear-Smith
Harry Woodyear-Smith came to New Zealand from
England in the early 1920s and spent several years with
the Department of Agriculture as an economist,
instructor and as a seed certi cation o cer. He then
joined the Challenge Phosphate Company in Northland.
Harry was a Foundation Member of NZGA and a member of many kindred agricultural organisations. He spent
over 30 years promoting pasture improvement, and he
had a very broad knowledge of pastoral farming.
Harry Woodyear-Smith
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After attending his rst conference Harry went on to
serve NZGA for many years. He remained a quiet English gentleman in character but was there to venture an
opinion if needed.
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His e ort was recognised over the years. In 1958, Corky received a D Sc from the
University of New Zealand for his pasture plant genetics and plant breeding
achievements, and in 1966 he was awarded an OBE for grassland improvement.
In 1970 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of New Zealand and a Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Agricultural Science.

Harry received the NZGA Award for “Betterment of Grasslands” From Dr Lionel
Corkill in 1958 at the Dunedin Conference. Harry served as President in 1963 and
as the immediate Past President, he was one of the NZGA Executive in 1964 to
form the Grassland Memorial Trust following the death of Dr Peter Sears. He was
elected a life member afterwards.
Harry (HS) Gibbs
Harry Stephen Gibbs was born in 1913 and forgot more about New Zealand’s
soils than most others ever learned. In my time Harry was featured at every eld
trip, when he would describe that soils of the
region in “glorious technicolour” so that all of us
attending knew what the pastures grew on, and
what nutrients they needed.
Harry was a kingpin at the NZ Soil Bureau in the
Hutt Valley and travelled all over the regions,
getting to know their soils. My former colleague
in Palmerston North, Soil Bureau scientist Hugh
Wilde, remembers Harry Gibbs well, as he was
his rst boss. He employed Hugh in 1966
towards the end of his BSc Hons nal year at
Victoria University.

Harry Gibbs explains
Photo: David Lowe, Waikato University

Harry Gibbs was one of the rst scientists to
work on the South Island Four Miles to One Inch soil map. During World War Two
he was a government scientist with the NZ Army, investigating possible landing
sites along the South Island West Coast, as the Japanese might have tried
landing troops there by gliders or modi ed bombers. He ew around in a small
plane with an Air Force pilot who was also a Public Works Department engineer,
called Pritchard.
Pritchard ew the plane, sorted a likely landing site and landed to let Harry
investigate the land for suitability for temporary air elds - pasture status,
presence of peat/bogs, surface stones and other factors. Any suitable air elds
were to be spiked to prevent the Japanese from landing, but the Government
never did spike many areas. However the project gave Harry a good insight into
West Coast atland soils and he used this information to compile the South
Island Four Miles to One Inch soil map.
Hugh Wilde told me that Harry was a bit of a tartar. When Hugh was based in
Alexandra his boss was Mike Leamy, and the trio would venture into the eld to
view some of Hugh’s work. There was always an argument between Gibbs and
Leamy about some technical matter, so Hugh tended to keep his distance.
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When Dr Dixon, director of the NZ Soil Bureau died around the end of 1966,
Harry and Maurice Fieldes, the clay mineralogist, competed for Dixon's job.

However Gibbs and Fieldes weren’t compatible and didn't get on, and Fieldes
was appointed director.
At this stage one of Harry’s sta , John McCraw, later to be Professor John
McCraw - had left Soil Bureau around 1969-70 to take a job at Waikato
University. Around 1970-71, Harry Gibbs became really frustrated at the Soil
Bureau, presumably with Fieldes, so he sought a job with McCraw and was
appointed as a lecturer in Hamilton. Harry was very happy there, and the
students loved him and his lectures. So it all turned out well for Harry in the end.
As a result of his lecturing Harry was a talented performer at NZGA Conferences
and was always asked to describe the local soil types at the start of the eld
trips. His long-term contributions and popular papers at the conferences earned
him Life Membership in 1980. Harry Gibbs died in 1984.
JW (Jack) Woodcock
John William Woodcock, usually known as Jack, was born in 1900 and he was a
Foundation Member of NZGA. Impressively, Jack was active from 1931 right up to the early 1980s.
He served in the Durham Light Infantry in World War One
and served as a adviser in the Department of Agriculture,
rising to the position of Director of Grasslands Division.
Jack was NZGA President in 1961 at Tauranga and an
Honorary Life Member.
He lived a good retirement and died when he was 101 in
2001, survived by two children, six grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren.
Jack Woodcock

JP (Jim) Lambert
A graduate of Massey College in its early years, Jim Lambert joined the staff at
DSIR’s Grasslands Division in 1936. Two years later he started the Lincoln Regional Station. His progress was soon interrupted however, by World War Two
breaking out, and Jim served in the Royal New Zealand Navy at the start. However, he was discharged in 1941 to undertake work at the Grassland Improvement
Station in England under the legendary Sir George Stapledon.
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After this service Jim returned to take charge of the newly-opened DSIR Gore Regional Station and he worked there until August 1955, when he transferred to
Kaikohe in Northland, to establish that regional station.

He remained in charge of the Kaikohe Station until he
retired in 1972 to live at Snell’s Beach.

Jim Lambert

Jim was involved in a wide range of pasture work
throughout his career and took many opportunities to
present the results of his research, and those of his colleagues, to farmers, advisers and scientists. At Gore he
demonstrated the superior yield and persistency of improved varieties of perennial ryegrass compared with
the local Southland ryegrass. Working with local advisers and farmers, Jim was able to show the importance
of molybdenum and potash as additions to superphosphate to boost production over a broad area of rolling
country in Southland and West Otago.

He also started the use of autumn-saved pasture in Southland, a technique that
later evolved into the basis of all-grass wintering. Using farmlet trials, he demonstrated the importance of pasture management research and was also involved
with cocksfoot seed production that became an important industry east of Gore.
All Jim Lambert’s work led to significant pasture improvement in cool-temperate
Southland, and though he could have made further advances in that region, he
was keen to return to warm-temperate Northland to face the challenge of establishing another regional research effort.
After the physical tasks of land-clearing, roading and fencing the Kaikohe station,
Jim quickly established a logical sequence of experiments to evaluate a range of
plant species he thought would be useful for Northland farming situations - under
what conditions, when these grew, and how best to use them. These trials involved spaced plant evaluations, mowing trials and farmlet experiments. His research on fertiliser use and grazing management for gumland soils was particularly relevant, as were studies on the efficient use of Kikuyu grass that he started.
In his time Jim was also active in NZGA, attending the annual conferences where
he kept in touch with his DSIR colleagues. He presented papers from 1950 onwards, served on the Executive Committee from 1961 to 1969 and was President
in 1968 at Ashburton. The Grassland Memorial Trust recognised his contribution
by an award and citation in 1967 and the NZGA elected him as a life member in
1976. Jim’s son Greg Lambert continued in his father’s footsteps by joining DSIR
Grasslands in 1972 and undertaking a similar contribution throughout his career.
Jim Lambert died in 1980.
RW (Ray) Brougham
Ray Brougham was the son of a carter around Palmerston North. He was beside
his father on the cart in The Square one day when they met Grasslands director
Sir Bruce Levy.

“Would you have you a job for this lad Mr Levy?” asked old
man Brougham. Bruce Levy told him to send the boy out and
he’d set him onto doing something.
So Ray started at Grasslands about 1945 as a young technician and worked his way into research, obtaining advice and
ideas from his colleagues. An agricultural degree at Massey
provided necessary background and he was awarded a DSc
for a series of papers on pasture management. He became
Grasslands director in 1970.
Ray Brougham

At Grasslands Ray further developed the regional research stations at Kaikohe (warm temperate pastures), Ballantrae, near
Woodville (for hill country), Aorangi near Palmerston North (intensive lowland research), Lincoln (dryland), Tekapo (high country) and at Gore (cool temperate pastures). He was particularly interested in Ballantrae, directing the group leader
Dave Grant when Dave reported to him every week and reviewed decisions that
were then implemented the following week.
Ray undertook an extensive research programme at the Aorangi lowland research
station in Kairanga in Manawatu, on managing bull-beef on di erent pasture mixtures, but ironically he published hardly anything on his results. It was long after
he had died that the research was published in the NZGA Proceedings by Dr
Gerald Cosgrove.
A young bull beef farmer and an exceptional agricultural engineer called Harry
Wier, farming near Bulls in Manawatu-Rangitikei, went on to develop TechnoGrazing™ as a very e ective adaptation of Ray’s methods for sustainable farming. Over recent years Dr Deric Charlton has represented Harry by giving presentations on Harry’s innovative system at conferences in Tasmania and in Tipperary,
Ireland. Deric also interviewed NZ and Australian farmers who all say they would
never return to any other management system.
In 1970 NZGA elected Ray as a Life Member and for over a decade he led the direction of the NZGA’s committee. When he was director Ray travelled around the
country talking to farmer groups to encourage improved controlled grazing. He
didn’t publish much but communicated very well to the farming community.
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Back at Grasslands I met one of the farm workers one day and we talked about
Ray’s management methods. He said to me, “I’ve known Ray since he was a kid,
and as far as I’m concerned, he still is!” Ray certainly had adopted the methods
of the then prime minister, Robert Muldoon - he ruled his sta with a hard hand.
He followed the previous directors in that there were very few female researchers
at Grasslands and no family at any social events. That also changed after John
Lancashire became director and then science manager.

Ray nally retired in 1985 but then devoted considerable e ort in organising the
1993 XVIIth IGC in Palmerston North (with satellite meetings/tours in several regions) and Queensland. He personally raised considerable sponsorship funds to
support the travel and attendance of delegates from 91 countries. The event
proved to be most successful at all levels. In November 1993 Ray died suddenly
aged 67. His wife and three sons presented the Ray Brougham Trophy to NZGT
to commemorate his achievements.
AW (Bill) Hurst
Bill Hurst was well-known in the farming community of North Otago. He farmed
near the Waitaki River, to the north of Oamaru. He attended one Grassland Conference and like quite a few others, he and his wife Jesse
made these events an annual holiday.
Of course Bill became involved in the discussion sessions after each presentation and was duly elected to the NZGA Executive Committee to put his e ort where his mouth was!
He became a good friend of Ray Brougham in the 1970s and
regularly called in at Grasslands in Palmerston North when
passing, for a chat and a few ideas for using on his own dryland farm.

Bill Hurst

He was President in 1976 at the Nelson Conference when the
Committee was accused of being “a bunch of old women” and he didn’t take
that comment lightly.
I last saw Bill at the 1982 Conference held in the Wesley Church at Blenheim,
when he was elected as a Life Member. It was the only occasion that we managed to get 400 members into a church! He died in May 1991.
B.R. (Watty) Watkin
For many years Professor Bramwell (known as Watty) Watkin maintained an
active interest in NZGA, serving as President in 1972 and
being made a Life Member in 1983. He was also made a
Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Agricultural and
Horticultural Science in 1984.
Professor Bramwell Roger Watkin - who we all knew as
Watty, was born in Gore in 1925, the youngest of three boys.
His parents were Salvation Army o cers, and moved
frequently until a settled period of about ve years in
Taranaki, where Watty was Head Prefect at Stratford District
High School in 1943.
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He went on to complete B Agr Sci and M Agr Sci (Hons) degrees

Bram Watkin

in the then Field Husbandry Department in the University of New Zealand, now
Massey University. He had a career spanning six decades, that covered research
and teaching into the interaction between pasture and livestock.
Away from work Watty was a keen hockey player and represented Taranaki,
Manawatu and the University of New Zealand; he also trained many student
teams in Armidale, New South Wales and Palmerston North. His children knew
him as “the scourge of the sidelines in Palmerston North hockey”. He also loved
jazz and was quite an accomplished trumpet player.
Watty undertook a doctorate at Wye College, University of London during 19491954, supervised by the legendary Professor Mac Cooper. He followed this in
1954/55 with postdoctoral studies at the Grassland Research Institute, Hurley
and ICI’s Jealotts Hill Research Station, both in England. He returned to New
Zealand in 1955 and was appointed O cer-in-Charge at the Lincoln Sub-Station
of DSIR Grasslands.
Four years later Watty was promoted to Chief Pasture
Ecologist and was transferred to DSIR Grasslands in Palmerston North.
A year later however, Watty applied for and was appointed as Senior Lecturer in
Agronomy, at the University of New England, Australia. He enjoyed teaching
agronomy but in late 1964 he returned to Palmerston North as the Foundation
Professor and Head of the Agronomy Department at Massey University. He held
this post until he retired in 1986. In 1983 he also served as Dean of the Faculty of
Agricultural and Horticultural Sciences.
Watty was one of the leading pasture agronomists of his generation. He was
primarily interested in the interaction between grazing animals and pastures,
emphasising both pasture and animal production. His work covered the e ects of
grazing on individual grass and legume species, to livestock production from
grazing systems. That didn’t prevent him undertaking pioneering research on
pasture establishment, pasture measurement, diet selection and animal
production. His research on how animal droppings a ect pasture composition
and herbage yield was recognised internationally.
In 1970, he was awarded a New Zealand-United States Educational Foundation
travel grant to study at the University of Kentucky. In 1976, he presented a key
address on “The e ects of grazing animals on pastures” at an international
conference in Brisbane, Australia. This review is still being cited after more than
30 years.
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Watty was key player in establishing the New Zealand Seed Technology Centre at
Massey University in 1976. Over 30 years, more than 1200 students, many from
developing countries, passed through the Centre. He personally supervised more
than 40 postgraduates, including many PhD students. Five young grassland
scientists from ve di erent countries went on to make in uential contributions to
the International Grassland Congress (IGC). Later, all ve were representatives on
the IGC Continuing Committee.

After his retirement, for nine years (1986-1995), Watty served as an International
Adviser to the Dairy Farming Promotion Organisation (DFPO) of Thailand, where
he lived for two years. He contributed signi cantly to developing Thailand’s dairy
industry, and he trained a generation of Thai scientists in grassland farming. He
visited later Thailand at least once a year for more than 20 years. His research
while in Thailand was on practical aspects of using tropical pastures. Several
research publications emerged from this work that contributed to Thailand’s
credibility in dairy research.
On 23 May 2011, Watty died peacefully in Albany, Auckland, surrounded by his
family. He is survived by his wife, Natalie, three daughters and a son; and nine
grandchildren. He will be remembered for his outstanding contribution to New
Zealand in grassland science and to Thailand’s dairy industry.
NA (Nelson) Cullen
Nelson (NA) Cullen was born in 1927 and brought up on a farm at Clarendon near
Milton. After his education at Tokomairiro District High School and Otago Boys
High School, he studied agriculture at Lincoln College and graduated B.Agr.Sc. in
1950. That same year he was appointed pasture research o cer at the MAF
Invermay Research Station near Dunedin. In 1954 Nelson married Barbara
Stewart and they had four children.
Over the next 16 years Nelson’s research covered fertiliser
and trace elements use, and his pasture studies focused on
establishment, seed mixtures and management. His major
research contributions included the discovery of
molybdenum responses in pasture, nding the best forms
and rate of use of fertilisers, and determining factors
in uencing pasture establishment. Trials in the Te Anau basin
resolved pasture establishment problems in that area of
Southland.
Nelson Cullen
In 1966 he was appointed Invermay’s director, overseeing
research into animal, pasture, crop, fertiliser and soil technology
at Invermay and at Tara Hills near Omarama. He also
administered the Woodlands station, south of Gore. Over the next nine years he
was largely responsible for developing regional programmes and building up a
high calibre scienti c sta which included 20 scientists.

In 1975 he moved to Ruakura in Hamilton to be Director of Soil and Plants There
he had a sta of over 180 including 50 scientists working on plant, soil and
fertiliser research. This included soil testing, soil chemistry, fertilisers, pastures,
crops, weed control, horticulture, viticulture, entomology and aquatic plants as
well as managing sub-stations at Pukehohe and Gisborne.
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During the years at Ruakura Nelson recruited more high-calibre sta , established
horticulture research, and helped to set up a comprehensive fertiliser advisory

system. He also established new facilities for entomology, horticulture and
aquatic plant research and promoted farmer-scientist liaison and publication and
dissemination of research ndings.
During his career Nelson published 70 scienti c papers and contributed at
numerous NZ and International Grassland conferences. He also participated in
overseas aid programmes in Korea and Peru. Nelson was elected as a Life
Member of NZGA in 1984 and was made a Fellow of the Institute of Agricultural
Science. While retired he continued to write a regular column the Hamilton
newspaper and has been active in charity and community matters. He died aged
92 in Hamilton.
TW (Tom) Walker
I rst met Tom Walker in the late 1950s in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, when he was
lecturing in crop production at Kings College, the Newcastle wing of Durham
University that I attended.
For many years New Zealand has been fortunate to
have Tom Walker around, usually talking about soil fertility. Professor Thomas William Walker or just “Prof”, as
we knew him, gained a nationwide reputation for his
great enthusiasm for legumes and nitrogen xation in
pastures and his expertise in gardening.
Even in his retirement years Tom delivered around 100
lectures to groups all over the country, supported mainly by fertiliser companies.
He also frequently appeared on radio and television,
most notably on the nationwide television programme
Maggie!s Garden Show, for several years as the vegProf Tom Walker
etable gardening specialist, showing us how to grow great
vegetable crops in his hillside garden near Halswell to the
south of Christchurch. He also featured on the Canterbury CHTV channel!s
Homes and Gardens helping with regional problems. He was gardening correspondent for the Christchurch Star during 1972-1992; for The Press from 1992
onwards, and was a consultant for Wrightson from 1972 to 1984.
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In 1994 Tom Walker received the inaugural Ray Brougham Trophy from the New
Zealand Grassland Trust and was made an honorary NZGA Life Member in 1996.
He also received the Bledisloe Medal at Lincoln University in 1996, the Rutherford
Medal from the Royal Society of New Zealand in 1998, and the Order of New
Zealand in 2000. The New Zealand Institute of Agricultural and Horticultural Science also awarded him the Jubilee Medal for contribution to agricultural science.

I rst knew Tom in Britain as our lecturer in crop production at Kings College,
Durham University in Newcastle upon Tyne, back in 1958 when he was one of the
e ective team that the Kiwi Dean of Agriculture, Mac Cooper, had developed
there in the School of Agriculture. From him I learned of the potential transpiration
rates at Lincoln College, and the green footsteps that Tom observed not long after he had applied molybdenum as a trace element on one pasture plot – he had
walked back over his trial area to the gate and his foot-steps showed up afterwards. I listened to his enthusiastic deliveries about soil fertility then and never
forgot his sound advice "If you want to educate, you have to entertain!” With that
pleasant resonant voice, Tom always did!
Thomas William Walker was born on 22 July 1916 in Shepshed, near Loughborough, Leicestershire, England. From 1928-35 he was a scholarship boy at
Loughborough Grammar School, and in 1935 he was awarded the Royal Scholarship in Chemistry at the Royal College of Science, Imperial College of Science
and Technology at London University.
In 1937 he obtained rst class honours in chemistry and a chemical physics honours degree, and in 1939 he received a doctorate in soil science and was awarded a post-doctorate fellowship. Not allowed to serve in the armed forces, he
worked at the Rothamsted Experimental Station in Harpenden from 1939-1941,
looking at alternative phosphates for use in fertiliser-starved Britain. He then lectured at Manchester University and advised farmers in Lancashire and Cheshire
on soil nutrient problems. In 1940 Tom married his boyhood sweetheart, Edna
Bott, and they were blessed with four daughters, 10 grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.
After the War he was principal soil chemist in the National Agricultural Advisory
Service in the West Midlands, after the service was nationalised in 1946, but
moved to Lincoln College, New Zealand in 1952, to be Professor of Soil Science.
Six years later he was lured back to Britain by Mac Cooper to be Professor of
Crop Husbandry at Kings College, the wing of Durham University in Newcastle on
Tyne. There he gave colourful presentations on climate and nutrient e ects on
pasture and forage crops, well illustrated from New Zealand and British examples. I was enthused by his lectures there and over 60 years later, I still have my
notes from Tom’s lectures.
“The weather in northeast England was mostly depressing and dreary,” Tom told
me, “and I yearned for the shing in Canterbury rivers, so Tom returned to Lincoln
in 1960 and resumed his chair in soil science, where he remained until “retiring”
in 1979.
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Tom never really did retire, however, as he continued to build a reputation on national television for his expertise in gardening. He grew vegetables and supplied
them to his large family group and his many friends living around Halswell. At
NZGA meetings he maintained his enthusiasm for legumes and nitrogen xation
in pastures, and he gave presentations throughout the year, sponsored by fertiliser companies.

Tom!s research Tom Walker began his fertiliser research in 1939 at the start of
World War II. The rst man-made fertilisers had been made at Rothamsted in
1837 by treating bones with sulphuric acid. A scarcity of bones led to rock phosphate being substituted and the result was what we call Superphosphate. Field
trials on pastures and crops later con rmed its superiority.
Tom then moved to Manchester University where he was responsible for investigating soil, crop and animal problems for farmers in Lancashire and Cheshire,
developing routine soil-testing methods and eventually analysing 30,000 soil
samples a year. When the war ended he became soil chemist for the West Midlands, the major grass-growing area in England. At this time it was the practice to
recommend heavy applications of nitrogen (N) fertiliser on grassland and ignore
contribution from clovers.
Tom, however, carried out several pasture trials with varying clover content and
found that while pure grass swards gave straight-line N responses, clover swards
gave much smaller responses. The grasses responded well to N but clovers were
suppressed by competition for light, and most of that “gained on the swings was
lost on the roundabouts”, especially when protein, rather than dry matter yields,
was measured!
Tom felt that the ten years he worked on extension in England were his most
valuable working years, because he had close contact with the farming community and their problems. He was sad when Britain opted for heavy nitrogen (N)
fertiliser use and his move to Lincoln College was possibly encouraged by this,
as he was already a convert to biological N xation by clovers.
At Lincoln he studied the e ects of sulphur, phosphate and molybdenum on
clover growth. He de ned pasture production in New Zealand as “maximum DM
production consistent with optimum N xation.” This makes sound economic
sense,” he proclaimed, because making N fertiliser has high-energy costs and its
environmental e ects are signi cant when applied at higher rates. American
workers have shown that most meals eaten in the USA cost more energy to produce than they supplied – clearly that’s unsustainable. The low energy cost of NZ
food production is primarily because we rely on N xation by legumes.
He always opposed using natural gas to manufacture urea fertiliser in Taranaki
because this raised food production energy costs. He agreed that there was a
place for intelligent N use, but always argued that farmers seeing their grasses
respond readily to N would easily be persuaded to apply more, to the detriment
of clover content.
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“The more stock we carry,” he said, “the more likely we pollute the air with ammonia and methane, and the groundwater with nitrate. The more N we use, the
worse the pollution. Here is another reason to vote for clover! As the interest
grows in living in a clean environment, promoting N xation is the one lesson we
can teach the rest of the world.”

Tom was a vehement critic when he found a product that didn!t perform to its advertised standard. Lincoln College was taken to court when he described a liquid
fertiliser as “an expensive way to buy a 44-gallon drum!” He was no fan of organic farming, and described it as a marketing gimmick, and never hesitated to explain his reasons.
In recent years Tom and Edna were regular attenders at NZGA Annual Conferences, and his opinions continued to be given and respected during discussion
sessions. In 1994 the Grassland Memorial Trust presented Tom with the inaugural
Ray Brougham Trophy, to honour his lifetime contribution to New Zealand pastoral agriculture. Then in 1996 he was elected an NZGA Life Member at the Waitangi Conference. In his speech Tom revealed that when he attended conferences
he always became constipated! But he was never short of words and always entertaining…
We remained rm friends over the years and hosted him at Grasslands where he
saw the clover improvement work and gave a seminar to the researchers.
JGH (Jim) White
Jim was born in the Graham Valley inland from Motueka. He studied soil and
plant science at Lincoln and graduated in 1955 and became Professor Tom
Walker’s rst masterate student. Jim went to Adelaide, South Australia where he
undertook a doctorate before returning to Lincoln as a lecturer.
Several years later he became Head of the Plant Science Department and
developed the custom of bringing his sta to the annual
NZGA conferences. Jim always asked the ‘curly’
questions after many presentations, never to
embarrass the speaker but to gain more knowledge for
all those attending.
During his career he co-authored a textbook on pasture
and crop science but he was also a very keen gardener
with his wife Barbara. He retired in 1994 and his gardening interest took over.
The Canterbury Horticultural Society bene ted from his
expertise and he covered di erent aspects at the
monthly meetings. He spoke at many other clubs and
was also active in judging the regional gardens.

Jim White
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One year Jim and Barbara took a trip to Britain and while in Warwickshire they
decided to attend a Sunday service at a Methodist church. They were sitting in a
pew when two elderly women sitting behind touched Jim’s shoulder and politely
asked if he was from New Zealand. Jim replied that he lived in Christchurch and
they asked if he knew a Professor Walker, whereon Jim replied, “Know Prof? Tom
and I work together!” They were two of Tom’s sisters who lived in Britain! The

Whites were duly treated to the Walker family hospitality for several days and had
di culty moving on…
Sadly, Jim’s health deteriorated in 2004-5 and after receiving the Ray Brougham
Trophy at NZGA Dunedin he died in 2007.
JAH (Jim) Inglis
Jim Inglis was a modest gentleman with a sharp dry wit and ready comment.
Born in Havelock North, he was brought up on Ratahiwi, the hill country farm under Wharite Peak, near Woodville. He attended Wanganui Collegiate and quali ed
as an accountant, practising in Dannevirke for a short period. But when his father
died in 1947 Jim and his sister Helen took over the family farm in partnership.
While Helen focused on managing the farm, Jim became a stalwart supporter of
research and innovation and was keen to try and develop any new ideas. He
joined NZGA and the Manawatu Agricultural Club at a
time when these organisations were expanding rapidly.
He also hosted scientists on his farm to try new techniques, including aerial topdressing, scanning ewes for
pregnancy, oversowing improved grasses and legumes,
and nitrogen fertiliser use.
In the 1960s DSIR Grasslands scientist Roger Ball undertook nitrogen fertiliser trials for his doctorate on
Jim’s farm, and one day he disclosed to Jim that nitrogen boosted the pasture growth. So Jim promptly had
much of the farm aerially topdressed with nitrogen – including Roger’s trial area!
Jim Inglis

The Hawke’s Bay farming industry regarded Jim highly
and
from 1965 to 1985 he was a director of the Hawke’s Bay
Farmers Meat Company. Jim was also a member of the Royal Society of New
Zealand (Manawatu Branch) and served many years; he was elected a Life Member of the Manawatu Branch at the 1998 Annual General Meeting.
In 1965 he presented a paper at the NZGA Wanganui Conference and from then
on attended the annual Conferences. He also travelled to attend the International
Grassland Congresses in Russia, the USA and Queensland. He became a keen
contributor in discussion sessions and his opinions were highly regarded at meetings and eld days. Indeed, I rst met Jim when he held a eld day at Ratahiwi in
1974 and I was a new arrival at the Ballantrae hill country research station nearby.
He impressed me from that day on.
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In 1975 Jim married teacher Jonnie McIntyre from Wanganui, and had two sons,
Jim Junior and Iain. He was proud of his Scottish family background and soon

we were able to see young Iain in full Scottish dress participating in Scottish
dancing contests held in The Square in Palmerston North!
Jim’s keen participation at annual NZGA conferences led to him being elected to
the NZGA Executive Committee and eventually he served as President in
1981-82. I took over as Secretary at this time and enjoyed working with Jim during the 1982 Blenheim Conference; and we became rm friends. We were also
involved the following year in Gisborne when MAF researcher John Toxopeus
served as President and the Local Organising Committee Chairman was MAF
Regional advisor John Fitzharris. I recall that on at least one occasion in Gisborne
the NZGA Past-President Jim Inglis hybridised these two, referring to Fitzopeus
and Toxharris!
From 1982 Jim then served on the Grassland Memorial Trust, now NZGT and
Jim, John Lancashire and I collaborated to alter the Trust’s direction to a more
democratic course. In 1984 he was elected as an NZGA Life Member but he suffered a heart attack that year so was unable to be honoured at the Annual Conference held in Timaru.
In 1987 he took over as GMT chairman and led an innovative team e ort until he
stepped down in 1995. In 1993 Jim, John Lancashire and I enjoyed judging the
farms nominated for awards in Wairarapa, and subsequently Jim and I became
the farming judges, travelling around several farming regions judging the top
farms. We developed a complementary system whereby Jim would assess the
livestock and nancial status, these being his particular forte, whereas I would
assess the pastures. Together we identi ed those farms that truly deserved the
two annual grassland farming awards. In certain years Grassland Trustees
Michael Smetham, Alan Stewart, Keith Widdup, Gavin Sheath or Mike O’Connor,
joined us judging in regions they knew particularly well.
Jim was ahead of his time in that he always considered the sustainability and environmental impact of the farms we visited; and he dismissed several enterprises
because they were lacking in these areas.
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During these travels we had some unusual experiences, including being driven
through a blizzard from Dunedin Airport to Invercargill in a shuttle van one night
when the ight was diverted; and riding over rather undulating land on the tray of
quad bikes. In North Canterbury during 1994 the farm trailer we were in almost
colliding with a stout gatepost after descending a hill at some speed, and in 1995
we were con ned to a Whangarei hotel with the Labour Party caucus when a
storm prevented our departure that evening. Jim had served as National Party
treasurer in John Falloon’s Wairarapa seat for quite some time, so the last people
he wanted to be con ned with in a storm were Helen Clark, Mike Moore and colleagues! Then in 1999 Jim and I had stopped to buy lunch at a takeaway café in
Motueka and were waiting to be served, when in a fully patched bikie entered to
buy his lunch. That day I learned much about body language from my fellow
judge!

Eventually I succeeded Jim as Trust chairman but we continued to appreciate his
experience and wisdom at the biannual meetings for some years, when we
brought the Trust back alongside NZGA as its investment and recognition wing
and changed its name to the NZ Grassland Trust. Jim nally retired from NZGT as
the century ended but Jim, Jonnie and sons Jimmy and Iain kept on attending
the Annual Conferences. In 2003 at the Conference in Palmerston North NZGA
presented Jim with a Long Service Award, recognising his signi cant contribution
to the country’s grassland farming.
He gradually took a back seat in his farming business, letting his sons take over
expanding the Inglis enterprise with novel enterprises that failed. However, Jim
and Jonnie enjoyed holidays and cruises, but his health deteriorated, and he developed Parkinsons Disease. Jim spent his nal year in a retirement home in
Havelock North and died on 25 May 2012. He was 86. He will be remembered as
an innovative farmer, a witty communicator and as a true gentleman. Not many
farmers would change for dinner after a day on the farm!
JA (Lanc) Lancashire
John Lancashire was a keen agronomist and led the Agronomy Group at DSIR
Grasslands when Ray Brougham became director. Called Lanc by his colleagues,
he was a grumpy character and always a political beast. In the late 1980s he was
appointed director at Grasslands when Ray
Brougham retired, and led the evolution for
Grasslands and its forage products into a new user
pays era, a move by government to reduce science
funding.
Lanc was born in north London in 1935, and came
to New Zealand after gaining a BSc in agriculture at
Wye College. He joined DSIR Grasslands in 1960
and then studied for a masterate at Massey. He
married Grasslands technician Sue Couper, and
they lived in the only house on the Grasslands
campus.
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This led to one event that occurred on one cold
winter night. The Lancashires lived in the only house
John Lancashire
on the campus, and he was woken around 1.00am
by his phone ringing. It was Kamla Pandey, the Genetics
group leader, who was concerned that a glasshouse window had been left open.
Could he please check and close the window? Reluctantly Lanc dressed and
walked over to the nearby Genetics glasshouse, found the window had been
closed, and returned home. He waited about an hour before phoning Dr Pandey,
who answered the phoned somewhat sleepily. Lanc then told him the window
WAS closed and that he could go back to sleep again!

On my first day at Grasslands Ray, Lanc and a few colleagues took me to a bar in
Palmerston North. During the “icebreaking” Lanc accidentally spilled a glassful of
lager over me! So he really launched my New Zealand career.
Shortly after he returned to Britain for a year at the Welsh Plant Breeding Station
in Aberystwyth. When he returned, he had Ray transfer me to Agronomy, where I
worked with him on several ventures. Lanc was very enthusiastic and active in
NZGA and served as President in 1979-81, for two years when the incumbent
president Terry Ludecke died suddenly. In 1981 he appointed me as NZGA
Secretary when Howard Bezar moved to Lincoln to work in DSIR Crop Research.
Together we turned around the Association’s fortunes and introduced several
innovations that boosted conference attendance, NZGA membership and its
coffers.
In November 1984 at the Timaru Conference, John deputised for Grassland Trust
chairman, Woodville farmer Jim Inglis when Jim was in hospital after suffering a
heart attack and was unable to present the Grassland Memorial Trust awards.
John was preparing for his presentation while the last speaker in the session
leading to the Trust Awards was answering questions, when he suddenly realised
he had left the award scrolls in his motel room, a kilometre away! He sprinted out
of the venue to his motel, gathered the scrolls and raced back, and was relieved
to hear the speaker still answering a final question... He must have broken the
record for a mile ever held in New Zealand!
When Ray Brougham retired in 1985 John was appointed DSIR Grasslands
director. He developed into a grumpy political beast and yet steered the division
through a difficult period when the Government introduced a User-Pays policy, to
gain commercial funding.
John was once given a personalised car number plate when they became
available. He chose CLOVER and drove into Grasslands the following Monday,
parked and went to his office, glancing at it admiringly as he left. Within ten
minutes, pranksters had emerged and covered the first C, making it read LOVER!
When Lanc reappeared to drive home, he glanced again at his number plate - and
did a double-take! He chuckled and drove home to show his wife the modification.
In the late 1980s John appointed me as science communications manager when
the liaison officer Peter Watt left to work in Perth, Western Australia. I had been
promoting NZGA to the farming media for the past seven years anyway, so I
relished the job of drafting many media releases.
Every week we sent accurate but easily-read releases with photos to about 50
farming reporters and other relevant organisations. I always had them checked for
accuracy by the scientist that featured in them, but John also insisted on
approving a copy and signing a cover sheet. This process saved me at least
twice, when Lanc would storm along the corridor, having read an incorrect
published version. “I never saw that!” he would snarl, “Let me see it!” So I would
bring out the filed copy and show him his signature on the release. That made him

calm down and withdraw, muttering “Hmm, then I’d better apologise.” He usually
acted first and climbed down later.
Lanc was keen to promote DSIR Grasslands and its pasture varieties. Before he
became director he developed the NZ Seed Promotion Council (NZSPC), working
with seed companies and the seed grower organisations. Lanc went on the first
promotion effort in Australia in 1983. He attended the Orange (NSW) and
Warragul (Victoria) field days, and was scheduled to give talks to farmers on
pasture seeds. However one was cancelled when no one turned up, and at the
other, only two farmers’ wives appeared. One of them sat and knitted but insisted
on Lanc giving the talk, which he did not enjoy! He then visited Adelaide in its
typical summer heat and then flew to Tasmania, leaving his suitcase in Adelaide
and only taking a tee shirt and shorts. But when he arrived in Hobart, it was only
eight degrees! He never returned to Tasmania, but did boast at the 2004
Ashburton Conference that the first convict shipped to Tasmania had been called
John Lancashire!
In 1989 a Grasslands team organised a series of field stops, working with NZ
Federated Farmers, during a serious summer drought in South Canterbury and
North Otago. The final on-farm stop was in the Hakataramea Valley, inland from
Oamaru, and almost every pasture was burned off by drought - except a paddock
based on Grasslands Wana cocksfoot that was still green, and a nearby lucerne
pasture. Federated Farmers had organised Prime Minister David Lange to visit
here, and when his helicopter landed he came to us and asked Lanc what was
special about this pasture. Lanc replied that it was still here and growing! We featured drought-tolerant species in this tour and this impressed the farmers and
boosted their use.
When Lionel Corkill was diagnosed with terminal lung cancer in in the mid-1980s,
Lanc visited him at home. He returned sad but quite amused. Corky was a chain
smoker, and had told Lanc that his brothers had also died of the same disease. It
must be in the genes, said Corky, still puffing away! He had forgotten that smoking
was killing millions of people through lung cancer every year...
John Lancashire retired as an AgResearch science manager in 1996 and moved
to coastal Raumati. One evening his wife Sue suddenly collapsed and died and
this devastated him. He soldiered on however, and enjoyed soccer games in
Wellington with agronomist friend John Hay. He also became very interested in
the nearby Queen Elizabeth Coastal Conservation Park and in his final months he
raised considerable funds on behalf of the Maori Trust that owned it. Then in 2015
he became unwell, underwent chemotherapy and finally died, survived by two
daughters and a son.
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JFL (Deric) Charlton
In 1973 Ray Brougham o ered Deric Charlton a position in the Hill Country Group
based at Ballantrae, the research area near Woodville but he spent most of his

years at DSIR Grasslands working in the Agronomy Group and then as the
science communications manager.
John Frederic Livingstone Charlton, known as Deric, was
born just before World War Two at Ryton, a village in
northeast England and brought up a “Geordie” on a farm
there. He attended the local primary school and was then a
scholarship pupil at Dame Allan’s School for Boys in
Newcastle. Deric studied agriculture at King’s College in
Newcastle, then part of Durham University. He was the rst
member of the Charlton family to gain a university degree.
He graduated with honours in 1961 and moved to Ayr to
lecture at the West of Scotland Agricultural College. Having
had a stutter since he was ve, he struggled for rst ten Deric Charlton
minutes of his rst lecture, but soon gained con dence and
mastered the stuttering. In Ayr, he also carried out pasture
research on using legumes (lotus and birdsfoot trefoil) in hill pasture and gained a
doctorate from Glasgow University in 1971. In 1964 Deric married Patricia, the
girl next door, and they became parents of Shona and Keith.
When he was o ered the research position at DSIR Grasslands in Palmerston
North, and they moved there in September 1973. Initially he worked on
establishing and evaluating legumes at Ballantrae in hill country pastures but
after two years Deric transferred to John Lancashire’s Agronomy Group,
continuing his legume studies and working with colleagues to select improved
forms of Lotus corniculatus (birdsfoot trefoil).
Among other topics he studied and published papers on temperature e ects on
germination of pasture seeds in the soil; buried seed content in the upper layer of
pasture soils; and fertiliser spread from topdressing aircraft modi ed to enhance
distribution in hill pastures.
Deric joined NZGA on his arrival in 1973 and attended his rst Annual Conference
in Te Kuiti that November. Thereafter he enjoyed the NZGA annual conferences
and through gained NZ farming knowledge and developed contacts in all the
di erent pastoral sectors. In 1981 NZGA President and agronomy group leader
John Lancashire asked him to become NZGA Secretary and his wife Patricia
became its publications o cer.
NZGA ourished with the team e ort at Palmerston North and membership rose
to 1500 in the next three years. Deric was joined by an assistant secretary, his
Grasslands colleague Derek Wood eld and with Massey’s Alec Chu as treasurer,
the NZGA funds increased from a low base to a healthy status.
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After three years Deric was elected to the NZGA Executive Committee and in
1987 he served as President. He was made an Honorary Life Member in 1994.
He served on the Grassland Memorial Trust from 1986 and later chaired the Trust

for ten years. During that time its name was changed to The NZ Grassland Trust
(NZGT).
Back at DSIR Grasslands Deric was appointed the science communications
manager and he became familiar with all areas of Grasslands research. He knew
the sta well and when the organisation was merged with MAFTech to become
AgResearch, he also covered the other centres and reconnected with many
NZGA members from previous years.
Deric retired in 1999 but continued working from home for several organisations
until 2007. During this period he worked for six years with a farmer-led group
granted MAF SFF funding to promote the use of poplar and willow trees on farms
for extra fodder during drought, and from the ndings, he prepared two books
that quickly sold out.
In 2003 Deric Charlton was named the Landcorp Agricultural Communicator of
the Year by the NZ Guild of Agricultural Journalists and Communicators. In 2004
he received an NZGA Special Award for Technology Transfer and in 2005 Deric
was given a NZGA Special Award for his legume research.
He has published many science papers in Britain, Europe and latterly in NZ, coauthored a textbook on Temperate Pasture Legumes with two British friends (the
only textbook written by an Englishman, an Irishman and a Scotsman!); and has
published numerous articles and media releases in farming magazines in NZ and
Australia. He wrote and prepared PastureWise, a summary brochure of NZGA
Conferences in the early 2000s; and technical newsletters for two seed companies
In retirement he and Patricia have enjoyed gardening, walking and similar activities. Deric also paints landscapes in acrylics and lately, writing about NZGA people.

MB (Mike) O’Connor
To those who knew him Mike was a quiet man of few
words – but those words meant a lot to those present. He
made a considerable contribution to soil and plant
nutrition during his career and rmly believed CP
McMeekan!s saying,# "science is of no value unless it is
applied on the farm.” Born in Timaru and educated there
and in Oamaru,
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Mike graduated in with a BAgSc in 1962 and MAgSc
(Hons) in 1971 from Lincoln. He joined MAF in 1966 as
district scientist in Nelson for three years before settling
at Ruakura. From 1975 onwards Mike was responsible for
coordinating eldwork in MAF’s North Region, particularly

Mike O’Connor

research on nitrogen (N) fertilisers, fertiliser requirements and milk production
responses to supplementation with magnesium (Mg).
In 1979 he was appointed the group leader of the Soil Fertility and Agronomy
Section at Ruakura but continued his eld research. In the 1990s he undertook
research throughout Waikato and Northland and communicated his ndings and
opinions quietly but e ectively to farmer groups in these regions.
Mike O!Connor made outstanding achievements towards seeking solutions for
farming pasture nutritional problems, especially:
• Nitrogen responses in pasture yield – his pioneering work has led to the
importance of N pasture nutrition in today’s livestock farming.
• Magnesium requirements for dairying – Mike’s surveying of dairy farms and
farmlet research with the late Peter Young resulted in e ective Mg
supplementation techniques that greatly reduced the detrimental e ects of
hypomagnesaemia.
• Lime on hill country – At the Te Kuiti Research area, he de ned the lime
requirements of moist hill country for increasing sheep production.
• Northland – Mike carried out considerable research on nutrient requirements,
soil physical conditions, and irrigation in this challenging pasture region.
Mike also ventured into other elds with great success. He started working on
using farm wastes e ectively at MAF!s Wairakei research farm, applying sewage
to lucerne pastures that absorbed the nutrients. This led to Taupo District Council
establishing a permanent sewage treatment scheme, comprising 150ha of
ryegrass at Aratiatia to harvest high quality feed supplements that are sold in the
region.
Throughout his career Mike was a keen NZGA and NZIAS supporter. He served
on the NZGA Executive and as President in 1995-96, and we worked together as
NZ Grassland Memorial Trust farm judges in Northland. Along with chairman Jim
Inglis we selected two excellent farms from several we visited and Mike just
managed to y home afterwards as a storm developed, leaving Jim and me in the
Whangarei hotel with the Labour Party caucus for the night! Unfortunately Mike
developed appendicitis on arriving home and ended up in hospital.
On another occasion he was ying to Kaikohe in a small plane with AgResearch
CEO Bill Kain in quite foggy weather. Just as they were approaching Kaikohe the
pilot turned to them and said, "Do you know where the hell we are?" However the
pilot was having them on, as the skies suddenly cleared and the ight landed
safely, much to their relief!
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The Grassland Trust recognised Mike!s great contribution by awarding him the
Ray Brougham Trophy in 2004 and electing him a Life Member in 2007. At the

2004 NZGA Conference in Ashburton he was also given one of several Special
Award recipients for "Technology Transfer in Grassland Farming”.
Mike was a very e ective communicator to farmers and consultants. Over time
he adapted modern learning techniques for farmer and Maori farmer study
groups. As a result of these activities, Mike had an outstanding career in taking
grassland science to the farming community. He was highly respected by his
research peers, the NZ fertiliser industry and the farming community for his
achievements.
Following his retirement in 2005 Mike worked from home for a few years as a
fertiliser consultant to several prominent farming businesses in Waikato and the
Bay of Plenty and he enjoyed spending time with his wife Cathy and their family.
A NZGA Life Member and well-respected soil and plant nutritionist, died
peacefully on 12 July 2014 in Waikato Hospital after battling leukaemia for
several months. He was 75.
TR (Trevor) Ellett
In 1985 at the Annual Conference held in Whangarei, NZGA faced a minor
rebellion when at the Conference Dinner the local farmers honoured Trevor Ellett
for his development of Ellett ryegrass, the rst New Zealand privately selected
pasture selection. Until then only government breeders were allowed to release
cultivars.
Ray Brougham didn’t even want to give Trevor a
Grassland Memorial Trust Award, so the Northland
farmers awarded him instead. After Ray’s death
Trevor was elected an NZGA Life Member and was
the second to receive the Ray Brougham Trophy in
1995. only 2-3km from his farm in Mangere.
Trevor began his agricultural career by studying at
Massey College before the Second World War. He
then served in the army during the war, rising to the
rank of sta sergeant. He returned to Massey in
1945, having been awarded the Retur ned
Servicemen’s Senior Scholarship, and graduated
then became a lecturer in the Dairy Husbandry
Department.

Trevor Ellett
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In 1951 Trevor bought a 55 ha town milk property at Ihumatao Road, Mangere,
just ve minutes from the expanding Auckland International Airport. Despite severe cash limitations, he managed to double his production within three years.
He became a leading light in South Auckland’s town milk supply industry and
was heavily involved in the East Tamaki Dairy Company and its development for
well over a decade.

However, anyone in grassland farming knows Trevor because of his groundbreaking Mangere ryegrass and his tenacity to develop this grass for livestock farmers.
Back in 1952, Trevor noticed a particularly vigorous perennial ryegrass growing in
one of his pastures. He considered that this grass was better than the standard
variety, Grasslands Ruanui and contacted grass breeders at what was then
DSIR’s Grasslands Division in Palmerston North. The senior pasture plant breeder
Dr Lionel Corkill visited Trevor’s farm and helped him to lay down spaced plant
evaluations. On his own initiative Trevor planted his own material beside the trial,
and it grew and persisted better, when the Ruanui failed.
Dr Corkill showed Trevor how to measure valuable ryegrass features and the
Mangere ryegrass kept on growing well. Of course, nothing was known about the
ryegrass fungal endophyte at the time, and the rst release of Grasslands Nui, a
cultivar bred at Grasslands from Trevor’s Mangere grass, happened to be low in
endophyte because the seed had been kept in cool storage.
Trevor therefore accused the Grasslands breeders of “stu ng up“ his Mangere
and in 1972 he approached Arthur Yates, head of the private seed company
Yates Limited. Eventually in 1980, after government certi cation delays, Yates released Mangere ryegrass as the country’s rst privately developed pasture variety, and called it Ellett.
As a result of commercial promotion the new cultivar made a considerable impact here and in temperate Australian regions. With royalties from Ellett ryegrass,
the TR Ellett Agricultural Research Trust was formed. This trust has helped researchers to travel and gather valuable experience and information for New Zealand grassland farming. In the past decade the Ellett Trust has also donated over
half a million dollars to support research projects.
Trevor Ellett was active in a successful farmer campaign for research into insect
pests, notably soldier y. He later farmed beef at Mangere and at another farm at
Karaka where he achieved high milk yields. In 1996 the NZ Grassland Trust
awarded Trevor the Ray Brougham Trophy in recognition of his great contribution
to New Zealand livestock farming. NZGA made him an Honorary Life Member in
1995 at Mangere. Trevor Ellett died in Auckland during 2016, aged 95.
GW (Gavin) Sheath
I rst met Gavin in December 1973 at the original Invermay Research Centre, in a
set of former service buildings on the former air eld not far from Mosgiel. Born
March 1951, he had obtained an Honours degree at Lincoln University and
worked at rst as the MAF district scientist for Otago, carrying out evaluation trials in dryland and irrigated situations.
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I found him to be an intense thinker and you had to be well focused to match his
technical thoughts and conversation. At the time I had just arrived in New
Zealand and was visiting Bill Lowther, another legume researcher. Bill, Gavin and I
had long discussions about Lotus, and a few years later Gavin moved to

Palmerston North to undertake a doctorate at Massey
University on Grasslands Maku lotus.
After obtaining his doctorate he moved to MAF’s
Whatawhata hill country research station to join science
leader Peter “Ratts” Rattray, soil nutritionist Allan
Gillingham, animal behaviour scientist Clive Dalton and
others. Gavin maintained his interest in legumes at
Whatawhata so we kept in touch over the years and he
was elected to the NZGA Executive Committee in the
early 1980s.
Gavin Sheath

As the NZGA Secretary in 1983 we worked together to
develop the rst poster session at the Gisborne Conference,
which greatly increased the number of conference presentations. At Gisborne I
was in the group with Gavin when Ratts exclaimed, “Gavin, where do you work?
I’ve heard you call it Whata-Farta, Farta-Whata, Farta-Farta and Whata-Whata!” I
produced an NZGA tie and tried to persuade Gavin to wear one, but he
responded by saying that the only place he would wear it was around his waist,
instead of a belt!
When Rattray moved to Ruakura to lead the Beef Research Group, Gavin
became Group Leader at Whatawhata He recruited Dr Liz Wedderburn who had
worked with Bill Lowther on lotus in Otago.
With the advent of the User Pays policy in the mid-1980s, Gavin moved into
farming systems research and began fruitful work with Maori incorporations,
becoming a source of farming wisdom that helped improve some large land areas
in Waikato and neighbouring regions.
Gavin served as NZGA President in 1985 when the conference was held at
Whangarei and a few years later we served together on the Grassland Memorial
Trust. In 2002 Gavin and I judged farms together on the South Island west coast
for the GMT Farm Awards. We enjoyed good discussions with some innovative
farmers and Gavin ensured that we enjoyed a beer together in the famous
Blackball pub where the NZ Labour Party was formed in the early 1900s.
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In 1985 we both attended the IGC in Kyoto, Japan. Before the Congress Gavin
had been invited by the Chinese Government to tour a region and give advice on
its management. He found that he had a convoy of vehicles travelling through the
country and then at the end of the trip, he was presented with an account for
many thousands of dollars to cover it all! His MAF director took one look and
passed the account on to the NZ Government, and some time later, when Prime
Minister David Lange was visiting China, he settled the account somehow.

In the early 1990s Gavin was coopted onto the Organising Committee for the
International Grassland Congress by chief organiser Ray Brougham, held in
Palmerston North, other New Zealand centres and Rockhampton, Queensland.
Given the responsibility of organising the programme, he developed a very
successful IGC format that featured keynote addresses on a topic followed by
posters around the same topic, and ending with a 90 minute discussion session
to form conclusions.
This proved far more successful than the traditional format at previous
congresses I had attended. Gavin represented Australasia/Oceania on the
Committee from 2001 onwards, and was surprised and honoured to be elected
Chairman. He went on to be the rst New Zealander to chair the Continuing
Committee of IGC in 2005.
Gavin was elected as an NZGA Life Member in 2001 at the Hamilton Conference
and was awarded the Ray Brougham Trophy in 2019. When he eventually retired
in April 2011 after 40 years service to pasture research, Gavin was given a
walking sta made from Northland lancewood, chosen especially because, like
him, it was “slightly crinkled and not quite straight”.
DR (Derek) Wood eld
Derek was the son of a Methodist Minister and spent his youth at Leeston, by
Lake Ellesmere. After school he went to Lincoln, excelled in his degree and was
appointed to the Plant Breeding Group at DSIR Grasslands in 1982 to focus on legumes, especially the
clovers.
Derek immediately became an NZGA enthusiast and
helped Deric Charlton as Secretary, so the Executive
Committee appointed him as Assistant Secretary in 1983.

Derek Woodfield

The two worked really well together and Derek took over
as Secretary in 1984. He established a three-year term in
the role, as regular renewal of such positions encouraged
innovation in NZGA’s direction. He served his term and
then went to the USA to study for a doctorate in Wisconsin, following an almost traditional route started by Lionel
Corkill in the 1950s. By then Derek had met and married
Jenny and they had two children when they duly returned to
Palmerston North.
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Derek continued in the NZGA and served as President in 2002 when the Conference revisited Greymouth. He was elected a Life Member in Palmerston North
the following year. Derek’s career has continued to thrive and he now heads
Grasslands Innovation Ltd, the plant breeding section part of PGG Wrightson
based at the AgResearch Grasslands campus in Palmerston North.

RJ (Dick) Lucas
Dick Lucas was elected a life member in 2008 at Blenheim. It was a young Dick

Lucas who rst became acquainted with an NZGA Conference in
Greymouth back in 1964. His generous boss,
Principal Bill Bryant of Westland High School in
Hokitika, gave him three days o to attend the
sessions. He remembers a gathering where the
famous pianist-entertainer Reni Jacobs sang ballads
she had composed featuring Prof Tom Walker and
Joe Karlovski et al. and two or three nurses were
recruited to make a fuss of these older grasslanders.
Dick spent four years secondary-school teaching and his
Lincoln BAgrSc proved to be an excellent quali cation
for it, But he decided he wanted to be closer to real agriculture, so he next spent ve years on one of Dick Seddon’s tropical provinces - Niue Island!

Dick Lucas

There he was the agricultural research o cer and his main task was to establish
tropical pastures under coconut palms on calcareous, zinc-de cient soils. Once a
month the mail boat brought aerogrammes from Paul Lynch and Ken McNaught
at Ruakura, John Widdowson of the DSIR Soil Bureau) and Colin Andrew of
CSIRO’s Tropical Pastures Division in Brisbane, answering his queries on his
projects. In particular however, he found that the socio-economic issues on Niue
dwarfed any technical challenges.
Then in 1974 Dick was appointed to co-ordinate the new Diploma in Field Technology at Lincoln College, and he resumed attendance at most NZGA annual
conferences - his wife Margaret irreverently referred to them as the “Plant Science Picnics”! While conference eld days were very valuable for his teaching, he
hated those eld trips where those attending didn’t get to kick the turf and palpate the herbage.
When programmes were rationalised in the late 1980s, student numbers declined, leading to the Dip Field Tech being discontinued. So Dick reinvented himself as a pasture husbandry lecturer for the rest of his career, and he found it was
particularly rewarding to supervise post-graduate and BAgrSc Honours students.
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Dick retired from a full-time position as a senior lecturer at Lincoln in 2004. However, he has lingered there as a part-time member of Derrick Moot’s “Dryland
Pastures Group”, contributing to eld days that promoted subclover, perennial
lupins and Caucasian clover to dryland farmers. He’s found this to be very satisfying and feels pleased to be making a contribution to NZ Incorporated.

Dick and fellow grasslander Michael Smetham also contributed to the cultural
image of Lincoln as co-convenors of the Art Committee for 40 years. They had a
mandate from Lincoln Vice Chancellor Bruce Ross to develop a collection of contemporary NZ art to balance the gumboot, rugby and beer image. Ecologist
Gavin Daly was another art committee member. They found it was amusing
when showing the Friends of Christchurch Art Gallery, the University of the Third
Age (U3A) and Probus groups around the Lincoln campus to tell them that they
were “muddy boot“ pasture specialists!
While he contributed to some NZGA LOC committees, Dick didn’t serve on the
Executive; so he reckons the Life Membership he received in 2004 at the
Blenheim Conference was an outlier.
On that occasion at the Conference Dinner, Dick says he innocently gravitated to
the 2004 Blenheim LOC’s table because they seemed to have ample pinot noir.
So he has a hazy image of stumbling up to the stage in a state of disbelief to acknowledge the honour.
But Dick did try to explain the semi-naked photo of him sweating in a Niue
glasshouse that had had been screened prominently earlier, to introduce the presentation. He says that in the slide he was actually using tweezers to remove
gecko crap from his molybdenum pot trial… It certainly gave after-dinner speaker
Jim Hopkins plenty of material for his ready wit!
TJ (Tom) Fraser
Tom was born in a farming family in Southland and grew up on the land, so understood the farming basics well. Tom always worked from the Lincoln Research
Station that was DSIR and is now AgResearch.
He was born on a Southland farm and had several
brothers. He took a Diploma in Agriculture at Lincoln and
then managed Lands & Survey Department Southland
sheep and beef farms. Tom joined DSIR Grasslands in
1969, based at the Lincoln regional centre and ran
pasture evaluation trials in drylands areas around
Canterbury. He always related pasture management
measurement through livestock as the main “tool” so that
farmers could follow the relative value of newly
introduced pasture types and varieties.
Tom Fraser
I travelled with Tom and two Canterbury-based seed
company marketing managers, throughout southeast Australia
i n
February 1988, visiting research areas and productive farms to give technical
sessions on the NZ range of pasture plants and varieties. We started in Victoria
and over four weeks we worked on weekdays and relaxed at weekends. At these
events Tom was always very convincing for the audiences and we created

considerable interest as we travelled, ending somewhat exhausted in Gympie,
Queensland.
He was especially impressed with a woman farmer’s promotion of chicory for
pastures. Gina Black was known locally around Colac as the chicory lady and it
was known as Gina’s Weed! In Gippsland we walked around a dairy farm owned
by Peter Notman, who had learned to farm ‘the NZ way’ and as we walked we
became covered in ies - and he had none! When we returned to the farmhouse
we asked him why they avoided him and he replied, “Have you guys never heard
of y repellent?” Every time he went out onto his farm he put on a hat, suncream
and y repellent.
Needless to say, the NZGA Conferences and especially the eld tours were ideal
for Tom’s expertise and I remember many sessions out on farms where he gave
valuable lessons to those present.
When AgResearch formed Tom was made a scientist in the Farm Systems Group.
He worked on applied research in just about every NZ region, combining his
practical know-how and supporting it by the science he experienced, generating
high levels of respect among the agricultural fraternity.
The last time we met was in Feilding where Tom was promoting a software programme that selects, by elimination, the species for seeds mixtures to suit di erent farming situations. Since then he was awarded the Ray Brougham Trophy for
his pasture technology transfer, and a Life Membership of NZGA..
MG (Maurice) Yorke
Maurice and Meree Yorke live on the shore of an inlet of
the Waikawa Harbour, on the Southland coast east of
Invercargill, where Meree’s great grandfather built a
sawmill back in 1857.
Maurice was born Feb 1938 and had his schooling at
Progress Valley 5 kms away.
In 1978 the Progress Valley Discussion Group, who had
been involved with DSIR in Gore (speci cally Allan Harris
and Ken Brown) won an award at the Invercargill
Grassland Conference.

Maurice Yorke

This triggered his lifelong involvement in the Association. He and Meree have only
missed two Annual Conferences since then!
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As a result Maurice became heavily involved in the 1990 Conference in Gore. He
also featured in a local music group that entertained at the barbecue dinner
following a very pleasant eld trip - Eastern Southland laid on lovely shirtsleeve
weather that year!

It’s uncertain whether the music played a part or not, but Maurice was elected to
the Executive Committee at the Gore AGM and he felt that representing the
farming sector as NZGA President in Oamaru in 1996 was a highlight and an
honour. The Yorkes have been consistent attenders, not letting the researchers
get away with anything slack during their papers. His long and pragmatic
contribution to NZGA on behalf of the farming sector has also earned Maurice a
Life Membership.
JD (Je ) Morton
Je rey Donald Morton, known as Je or Mort to everyone, was brought up at Tutira in northern Hawke’s Bay. He studied agriculture at Massey University, gaining
an MAgrSc in Agronomy in 1975. He started working with the Research Division
of the Ministry of Agriculture as a District Scientist as the MAF district scientist on
the South Island’s West Coast,.
For 12 years he carried out research into farm issues, mainly
focused on soil fertility. In 1980 Je organised the eld tour for
the Local Organising Committee for the 50th Annual Conference. We were aware that the West Coast could also organise
some rather nasty weather but Je was lucky that day and the
rain held o until the nal stop. It worked really well and we
learned about the pakahi soils characteristic of that region.
In 1983/84 Je was awarded a NRAC Scholarship to research
in Scotland, where he worked in Eastern Scotland at the Hill
Jeff Morton
Farming Research Organisation. He returned to the South Island
and spent ve years based at the Lincoln Research Centre where
he led research on mitigating DDT residues in soil and animal products.
Je then moved south to the Invermay Research Centre for a further twelve years
with AgResearch, leading the Soil Fertility Group, where he carried out research
on soil fertility. In 1996 he obtained an AgResearch grant to work in Ireland; he
also carried out consultancy work in Southern Chile.
From 2005 he was a Technical Consultant for Ballance AgriNutrients in
Christchurch, Palmerston North and Hastings, retiring in 2015 to work as a consultant. As a Ballance Agri-Nutrients Science Extension O cer covering the
South Island his main role was to provide technical support to fertiliser sales representatives.
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The great advantage of being able to in uence some 20 extension agents with
about 200 farmer clients, was that they could give better advice on fertiliser to a
much greater number than he could alone. And if they were well established in
their area, they had the farmer trust that is the key to adoption.

Je published many scienti c papers and reports and he holds certi cates on
basic and advanced nutrient management and greenhouse gas mitigations from
Massey University. He was a constant attender/presenter at NZGA conferences
and is now a Life Member; he presented the Levy Oration in 2014. Je now runs
MortonAg, a consultancy that operates out of Napier and specialises in Nutrient
and Environmental Management. Most of his consultancy is based on auditing
farm environmental plans and writing scienti c reviews and new booklets for farm
and fertiliser consultants.
ER (Errol) Thom
Errol Thom was born and raised in rural Southern Hawke’s Bay. He studied at
Massey University in Palmerston North and graduated BAgrSci (Hons) Crop
Agronomy in 1975. Later in 1984 Errol gained a PhD in pasture ecology at
Waikato University. After that he was a practising researcher - 15 years with
MAFTech at Ruakura, followed by 11 years as a senior scientist with DRC/Dexcel
and then 12 years DairyNZ.
Errol’s research interest was with dairying systems,
pasture production and persistence, pasture ecology,
ryegrass and tall fescue endophyte evaluation, crop
agronomy, soils and insect pest interactions. His main
achievements were developing principles for pasture
renewal that he summarised in two editions (1987 &
1993) of the Pasture Renovation Manual; and Errol
presented information to farmers at pasture renewal eld
days over the years.
He assessed ryegrass endophyte e ects on pastures and
cows; he developed principles for establishment and
Errol Thom
maintenance of pastures based on ryegrass containing
novel endophytes. He also carried out farmlet evaluation of
annual ryegrass e ects on pasture and milksolids production; and he assessed
the performance of new ryegrass cultivars in Waikato for the NZ Plant Breeders
Research Association and seed companies. As a senior scientist Errol gave
presentations to numerous scienti c and farmer meetings, conferences and eld
days, and was the author of many industry and scienti c articles.
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He retired in December 2013 but remains active as an NZGA member, and he is a
member of the Institute of Agricultural and Horticultural Science. In the late 1970s
Errol was a committee member of the Agronomy Society of NZ and during
1992-1997 he served on the Inaugural Committee and Trust for the Waikato Farm
Environment Award. He has been a Trustee of the T.R. Ellett Agricultural Research
Trust since 2002 and has represented the Ellett Trust on the NZ Grassland Trust
since 2019.

In his career Errol presented 34 papers at NZGA conferences, and he provided
excellent editorial skills, being the Joint editor of the Proceedings of the 6th
International Symposium on Fungal Endophytes of Grasses (2006); NZGA
Proceedings Editor in 2009 and 2010; Editor of Journal of NZ Grasslands
2016-2018; he edited the Hill Country Symposium Proceedings (April 2016) and
was Joint Guest Editor for the NZ J. Agricultural. Research 61(2) 2018 “Special
Issue: Implications of grass-clover interactions in dairy pastures for forage value
indexing systems”. Like other experienced scientists he has been an occasional
reviewer for scienti c journals and conference proceedings.
He also served on NZGA Conference Local Organising Committees, including
Matamata in 1987-88 when he was Secretary/Treasurer; Waikato 2001 and the
Pasture Persistence Symposium held in Hamilton in 2011.
In 2007 Errol received the The Distinguished Service Award for the NZ Dairy
Industry, 2007 and in 2015, recognising his exceptional e ort, Errol was made an
NZGA Life Member.
2009 JP (Pat) Garden
Pat Garden is a farmer and agribusiness leader from Central Otago who was
elected to the NZGA Executive Committee in 2004 and served as President ve
years later.
He was born in 1944, attended Waitaki Boys High School in
Oamaru and started farming in 1961. His parents insisted to all their seven children - that once they achieved University Entrance, they could leave high school and choose
their own careers.
However Pat’s father took a di erent approach. When Pat
returned to the 200ha family farm in Moa Flat, full of ideas
and enthusiasm, his father said, “Ok, Pat, you’re in charge –
I’ll tell you whether I think your decisions will work or not,
but you’ll have the nal decision.”
Pat found that the combination of his youthful exuberance,
Pat Garden
steadied by his father’s knowledge and long experience,
created a marvellous working relationship that he still treasures.
Pat feels that the value of transferring responsibility in a way that allows youth its
head but acknowledges experience, is quite a challenge for the pastoral industry,
especially as the age of farmers gradually increases.
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Any thoughts of him going on to Lincoln or Massey were forgotten as the
excitement of responsibility gripped Pat. However results from the research
stations were permeating the grassland industry by then, and helping to shape its
growing success and importance. He was soon able to put them into practice on
the farm. So most of his his working life has been spent farming Avenel, a 2200ha

high country property up on the Lammerlaw Range above Millers Flat. The farm
has four well developed income streams – prime lambs, beef nishing, timber
from 300ha of forestry, and carbon through the forest portfolio.
All along Pat has been a great believer in the information farmers can acquire
through learning from each other; and when expertise is included in the mix, then
so much the better. Several discussion groups operated in his valley, including a
Farm Forestry group, a Conservation group, a Share Investment group and the
Millers Flat Farm Discussion group. He learned from them all, but 25 years of the
Millers Flat Farm Discussion Group was the biggest in uence in terms of
innovation, benchmarking and maintaining enthusiasm.
In January 1977 Pat met a young Swiss girl at the World Conference of Past
Young Farmer/4H Exchange Winners held in Christchurch. After a lightning
courtship he proposed by phone and married Marcelle in Switzerland in August
that year and they settled back on Avenel and later they had a son (Nick) and
daughter Jo, who married a Swiss engineer and lives there!
Marcelle later joined a group of valley wives who started a share club during the
investment boom, and everything they touched turned to gold. So their husbands
decided to start a men’s version, expecting to show them how to really make
money. Then about a year later the women suddenly decided to sell up and they
enjoyed a group trip to Australia – with their gains and their husbands. Three
weeks later the share market crashed and the men’s club was left holding
expensive but worthless paper!
Recently, Pat and Marcelle decided to hand the management of Avenel over to
son Nick, allowing them to move down into the Teviot Valley. So Pat’s current
farming role is as a mentor and adviser on strategy.
But in addition to Pat’s rst love of farming, there have been several
outside roles, within the local community and at a national level, including:
• Chair of High Country Section of Federated Farmers 1990-1993.
• Director of the Foundation for Research Science and Technology 1993-1999.
• Chair of Technology New Zealand 1998–2006.
• Chair of MAF’s Sustainable Farming Fund 2003-2006.
• Chair of numerous Advisory Panels for several organisations between 2004 –
2010, including the Tertiary Education Commission Advisory Panel; the AgResearch Sustainable Agriculture Advisory Panel; and the Enterprise Scholarship
Panel.
Pat was elected an NZGA Life Member at the Timaru AGM in 2016. He had
served as NZGA President at Waitangi in 2009 and he was the Chair of Colin
Brown’s TracMap NZ from 2007 until 2017.
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At the 2006 NZGA Conference Dinner in Dunedin, he gave the best Address to
the Haggis by Robert Burns that I’ve heard in New Zealand (except for my wife, a

direct Burns descendent!). He also gave the Inaugural Levy Oration at the 2012
NZGA Conference in Gore.
He chaired the Otago Conservation Board from 2014 to 2019 and is currently
serving as a trustee of the Roxburgh Medical Services Trust and the NZ Grassland Trust. Pat Garden was made a Member of NZ Order of Merit at the 2006
Queen’s Birthday Honours for services to science and farming - not a bad
achievement list for a self-taught high country farmer!
JR (John) Caradus
John Caradus came from Auckland. He was a forthright recruit who was
employed at DSIR Grasslands to breed white clover with impressive thoughts
and work ethics.
John began his work at DSIR but took a break in Britain
for three years, where he undertook a doctorate
supervised by Professor Roy Snaydon at the Grassland
Research Institute in Hurley, near London. Despite Roy
not being a breeding enthusiast, John continued
breeding white clovers on his return.

John Caradus

He later moved into science management and took over
as science general manager at AgResearch Grasslands
when John Hay became CEO at the Institute of
Environmental Science and Research (ERS) in Porirua.
John then became the third John as Grasslands science
manager, only to be disestablished a few years later in
an AgResearch restructure.

He moved north and worked in Hamilton for a few years as CEO of the Dairy
Research Institute (renamed Dexcel and now Dairy NZ).
John then returned to be chief executive of the newly formed Grasslanz
Technology organisation, a fully owned subsidiary that invests the royalties
gained from Grasslands plant varieties. John travels widely in this role and is now
also chairman of the NZ Grasslands Trust.
In 2006 John was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of New Zealand (RSNZ)
and is an Honorary Fellow NZ Institute Agricultural Science, and a Fellow of the
Agronomy Society of NZ.
John was elected a Life Member of NZGA in 2018. He has a number of
directorships, including being independent director for FAR. John has published
more than 260 science journal, conference papers and book chapters.

